The impacts of warming on rapidly retreating high-altitude, low-latitude glaciers and ice core-derived climate records
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A B S T R A C T

Alpine glaciers in the low- and mid-latitudes respond more quickly than large polar ice sheets to changes in temperature, precipitation, cloudiness, humidity, and radiation. Many high-altitude glaciers are monitored by ground observations, aerial photography, and satellite-borne sensors. Regardless of latitude and elevation, nearly all nonpolar glaciers and ice caps are undergoing mass loss, which compromises the records of past climate preserved within them. Almost without exception, the retreat of these ice fields is persistent, and a very important driver is the recent warming of the tropical troposphere and oceans. Here we present data on the decrease in the surface area of four glaciers from low- to mid-latitude mountainous regions: the Andes of Peru and northern Bolivia, equatorial east Africa, equatorial Papua, Indonesia, and the western Tibetan Plateau. Climate records based on oxygen isotopic ratios (δ18O) measured in ice cores drilled from several glaciers in these regions reveal that the records from elevations below ~6000 m above sea level have been substantially modified by seasonal melting and the movement of meltwater through porous upper firn layers. Fortunately, δ18O records recovered from higher altitude sites still contain well-preserved seasonal variations to the surface; however, the projected increase in the rate of atmospheric warming implies that climate records from higher elevation glaciers will eventually also be degraded. A long-term ice core collection program on the Quelccaya ice cap in Peru, Earth’s largest tropical ice cap, illustrates that the deterioration of its climate record is concomitant with the increase in mid-troposphere temperatures. The melting ice and resulting growth of proglacial lakes presents an imminent hazard to nearby communities. The accelerating melting of glaciers, if sustained, ensures the eventual loss of unique and irreplaceable climate histories, as well as profound economic, agricultural, and cultural impacts on local communities.

1. Introduction

A vast amount of information about changing climatic and environmental conditions in low latitudes has been obtained from high-altitude glaciers (e.g., Mölg et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2006, 2009, 2011a, 2018a, 2018b; Racoviteanu et al., 2006; Bolch et al., 2012; Schauwecker et al., 2014, 2017; Tian et al., 2014; Seehaus et al., 2019). Glaciers serve as both recorders and sensitive indicators of climate change and are considered one of nature’s best “thermometers” (Pollack, 2010), as they integrate and respond to most key climatological variables such as temperature, precipitation, cloudiness, humidity, and radiation. Due to their relatively small size compared to polar ice sheets, the tropospheric warming since the mid-20th century has had devastating effects on alpine glaciers and ice caps. Various 21st century studies have concluded that many may disappear during this century if the current rates of retreat continue or accelerate (Thompson et al., 2011a, 2018a, 2018b; Racoviteanu et al., 2008; Bolch et al., 2012; Schauwecker et al., 2014, 2017; Tian et al., 2014; Seehaus et al., 2019).
drainage basins is predicted to decrease by 43 ± 14% (Representative Concentration Pathway, or RCP 2.6) to 74 ± 11% (RCP 8.5) (Huss and Hock, 2018). This alpine glacier retreat is exacerbated by elevation dependent warming (EDW), the rate of which varies at different altitudes (Bradley et al., 2006; Qin et al., 2009; Pepin et al., 2015, 2019; Aguilar-Lome et al., 2019).

The effects of the recent warming on many low-latitude (30°N to 30°S) glaciers are further enhanced by their location in monsoon regions, which are impacted either directly or indirectly by the linked atmosphere/ocean phenomenon known as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (e.g., Paegle and Mo, 2002; Shaman and Tziperman, 2005; Gadgil et al., 2007; Abram et al., 2009). During warm ENSO events (“El Niño”) heat spreads uniformly throughout the Tropics (Chiang and Sobel, 2003), and particularly strong warm or cold events (“La Niña”) can immediately affect the surface area and thickness of many low-latitude alpine glaciers (Thompson et al., 2017; Permana et al., 2019; Veettil and Simoes, 2019). As mountain glaciers are highly sensitive to changes in temperature and precipitation, their responses to the recent global-scale warming are early indicators of the fate of mountain and downstream-related hydrology, ecosystems, and biodiversity in regions where 40% of Earth’s population resides (Beniston, 2003; Huss et al., 2017; Huss and Hock, 2018; Milner et al., 2017; Cauby-Fraunié and Dangles, 2019; Yao et al., 2019; Stibal et al., 2020).

Using satellite imagery to determine surface area changes of selected alpine glaciers and records of stable isotopes of oxygen in ice cores, we discuss the changes observed on many low- and mid-latitude (between 35°N and 18°S) alpine glaciers over the last several decades. For example, observations from Quelccaya, Earth’s largest tropical ice cap, located in the Andes of southern Peru, demonstrate how the recent warming at higher elevations has resulted in ice melt from both the surface and the margins. This melt has affected both the ice core climate records and environmental conditions near the ice cap which have impacted local communities.

The glaciers discussed here have been monitored and/or drilled over recent decades so that changes in their size and in the physical and chemical properties of the snow and ice are well documented (Thompson et al., 2011a, 2017; Cullen et al., 2013; Permana et al., 2019). The ice core records have previously been published individually as time averages (annual to multi-centennial); however, here the focus is to compare changes in the intra- and inter-seasonal variations in the most recent portions of the records with those in the deeper and older sections.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Stable isotopes of oxygen (δ18O)

Since 1974 the Byrd Polar and Climate Research Center at The Ohio State University (BPCRC-OSU) has undertaken a program of sample collection from pits, shallow cores, and deep cores from high-altitude, low-latitude glaciers and ice fields. These include glaciers and ice caps in the Andes of Peru and northern Bolivia, the Tibetan Plateau and the Himalayas, the summit of Kiló on Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, and the ice fields near Puncak Jaya in Papua, Indonesia. Although all ice core and pit samples were analyzed for multiple chemical parameters, the measurement that all have in common is δ18O (stable isotope ratios of 18O to 16O). The δ18O of snow, firm, and ice samples were measured at BPCRC-OSU using Thermo Finnigan mass spectrometers, which were later replaced by PICARRO cavity ring-down spectroscopy analyzers.

2.2. Ice core dating

Most ice cores from high precipitation regions with distinct wet and dry seasons contain well-defined oscillations in δ18O and the concentrations of dust and major anions and cations that are derived from soluble aerosols. Where these seasonal variations are discernible, they can be counted and dated. As snow accumulates it is compressed and metamorphosed into firn and then into ice containing annual layers that thin with depth and are often identifiable by seasonal oscillations in aerosols and stable isotopes (e.g., Thompson et al., 2000, 2013). The δ18O profiles presented here from the Andes and the western Tibetan Plateau (except for Naimona’nyi in the western Himalayas) have been dated back to 1800 CE by counting these wet/dry season oscillations. The dating of the Naimona’nyi core is discussed in Section S1 in the Supplementary Data. The much more challenging time scale construction of the climate records from the inner tropical (3°S to 4°S) glaciers on Kilimanjaro, Tanzania and in Papua, Indonesia, required additional techniques that are described in Thompson et al. (2002) and Permana et al., 2019, respectively.

2.3. Glacier and ice field surface area measurements

Surface areas of glaciers on Kilimanjaro (Tanzania), Naimona’nyi (western Himalayas, Tibetan Plateau), Quelccaya (southern Peru), and near Puncak Jaya, Papua, Indonesia (Fig. 1A–D), were determined using the Landsat Glacier Retrospective analysis. This method targets specific, distinct ice areas, ice caps, and entire cordilleras that are intermittently snow- and cloud-free throughout the nearly 50-year span of Landsat imagery. By selecting appropriate imagery when available over the nearly five decades of archived and publicly accessible Landsat imagery, the limited and lower temporal and spatial resolution Multi Spectral Scanner images can readily be contrasted with the more recent and higher spatial and spectral resolution Thematic Mapper, Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus, and Operational Land Imager imagery. Because the key short-wave infrared, near infrared, and Green bands have been carried on every Landsat sensor, it is possible to clearly visualize glacial ice area changes over the last ~50 years. By utilizing an unsupervised classification algorithm within a global information system program on these geo-referenced images, it is possible to generate ice area estimates over time. Descriptions of imagery selection, analysis, and uncertainty estimation are provided in Section S2 in the Supplementary Data.

3. Climatic interpretation of δ18O

The isotopic composition of oxygen in precipitation is calculated as the difference between the isotopic ratio of the precipitation (Rulp) and a standard (Rstd), usually standard mean ocean water (SMOW), in the equation:

$$
\delta^{18}O = \left( \frac{R_{\text{ulp}} - R_{\text{std}}}{R_{\text{std}}} \right) \times 10^3,
$$

which is expressed as per thousand or per mille (‰). Oxygen isotope values of tropical ocean surface water vary between 0‰ and 2‰ (Schmidt et al., 1999), and vapor directly from the ocean source is more enriched in the lighter isotope (16O), which evaporates more readily than the heavier isotope (18O). As the vapor is transported and condensed to form precipitation, 16O is more readily removed from the vapor, the reverse of the evaporation process. If the moisture continues to travel over land where less evaporation occurs, the water vapor becomes further depleted in 18O and the δ18O values in the precipitation become more negative.

This is a very simple explanation of oxygen isotopes in precipitation. However, the interpretation of atmospheric influences on δ18O in precipitation is both complex and controversial. In the extratropical regions there is a direct relationship between δ18O and temperature (Schmidt et al., 2007), but in the Tropics the relationship is more strongly correlated with the “amount effect” (Rozanski et al., 1993; Schmidt et al., 2007), especially in monsoon regions with strong seasonal
precipitation variations. The amount effect implies that $\delta^{18}O$ values in precipitation become more negative (less $^{18}O$ enriched) as large amounts of moisture condense in (and fall from) clouds, thereby initially removing the heavier $^{18}O$. As condensation continues the remaining water vapor and precipitation become progressively more depleted in $^{18}O$. Thus, in monsoon regions $\delta^{18}O$ values tend to be lower during the summer monsoon season than during the dry winter. In reality, controls on $\delta^{18}O$ are much more complicated, and include atmospheric temperature and pressure at different altitudes, sea surface temperatures, precipitation pathways (i.e., over land or over water), the ratio of stratiform vs. convective precipitation, and the amount of moisture recycling during transport (Pang et al., 2011; Hurley et al., 2015; Aggarwal et al., 2016; Cai and Tian, 2016; Thompson et al., 2017). The link between oceanic and middle to upper atmosphere temperatures and wet season $\delta^{18}O$ in the tropical monsoon regions may be through convection, in which condensation occurs much higher in the atmosphere where temperatures are lower. More intense convection, which is driven by higher temperatures at and near the surface, occurs higher in the atmosphere (Permana et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2017).

4. Recent changes in retreating alpine glaciers: mass loss and ice core-derived climate records

Nearly all of Earth’s high-altitude, low- and mid-latitude glaciers are losing mass, and since the beginning of the 21st century the rates of ice loss have been at historically unprecedented levels (Zemp et al., 2015). These include glaciers and ice caps that researchers from BPCRC-OSU have drilled and monitored over several decades. The ice retreat histories during the late 20th and early 21st centuries for four of the sites discussed in this study are shown in Fig. 1 and Table S1 in the Supplementary Data. According to the data from the Landsat Glacier Retrospective analysis (Table S1), the ice surface area loss by percent is greatest at the inner tropical sites of Papua at 4°S (~93% loss in 39 years) and Kilimanjaro at 3°S (~71% loss in 32 years) and least on Naimona’nyi at 30°N (~9% loss in 39 years). Stable isotope data from pits and cores collected at these sites, many at the same location over multiple years, illustrate the changes in the upper layers of these glaciers. These results are presented below by region.

4.1. Glaciers in the Peruvian and northern Bolivian Andes

The precipitation in the Andes of Peru and Bolivia is dominated by the “South American Monsoon System” (SAMS), which matures from December to February. Briefly, the SAMS is characterized by deep convection over the Amazon Basin, the latent heat from which is instrumental in the development of the Bolivian High in the upper troposphere (Lenters and Cook, 1997). North of the high, northeasternlies carry moisture originating in the tropical North Atlantic over the Amazon Basin to the tropical and subtropical Andes (Garreau et al., 2003). After the monsoon season the core of convection moves northward, and the tropical moisture to the Andes is shut off. The “outer tropical” Andes, which include Peru and Bolivia, experience distinct seasonality in precipitation, receiving most of the annual precipitation during the wet season between October and April (Veettil et al., 2017). The inner Tropics, which lie within the migration boundaries of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), experience only minor seasonal variations in precipitation. Temperatures over glaciers in the outer Tropics range from less than 5 °C between winter and summer in the
Cordillera Blanca (~9°S to 10°S) (Schauwecker et al., 2014) to 8 °C on Nevado Sajama at 18°S on the Altiplano in northern Bolivia (Hardy et al., 2003).

Since 1974 BPCRC-OSU has drilled and monitored several ice caps and glaciers in the outer tropical Andes (Fig. 2) from 9°S to 18°S and at altitudes between 5060 and 6540 m above sea level (masl). These include sites in the Cordillera Blanca in northern Peru (Fig. 2, map inset), the Quelccaya and Coropuna ice caps in southern Peru, and the Sajama ice cap on the Bolivian Altiplano. Here we review recent mass loss in the outer tropical Andes and present seasonally-resolved climate records from these glaciers dating from the late 20th to the early 21st century.

4.1.1. Mass loss of outer tropical Andean glaciers

Analyses of ice mass loss along the entire Andes Mountains (10°N to 56°S) from 2000 to 2018 show that glaciers in the combined inner and outer Tropics lost 0.42 ± 0.24 m water equivalent (w.e.) a⁻¹, exceeded only by the loss rate in the Patagonian region (0.78 ± 0.25 m w.e. a⁻¹) (Dussaillant et al., 2019). Among the outer tropical sites from which ice cores have been recovered by BPCRC-OSU, the ice cover on Nevado Coropuna (15.54°S) decreased from 58.0 to 44.1 km² (or by ~0.71% a⁻¹) between 1980 and 2014 (Kochtitzky et al., 2018), while the snowline altitude on two Sajama outlet glaciers (18.11°S) increased by ~400 m and ~640 m between 1984 and 2011 (Veettil et al., 2016). On Nevado Huascaran (9.11°S), Earth’s highest tropical mountain, debris-free glaciers decreased in area by 18.67% from 1970 to 2003, consistent with the retreat rate during the previous half-century (Racoviteanu et al., 2008). Although the Huascaran ice is currently retreating more slowly than lower elevation glaciers, as the freezing level height (FLH) rises this mountain will also undergo dramatic ice melt and loss. In addition, exposure of the darker surface as the ice retreats will decrease the albedo and enhance surface heat absorption and radiative flux (Pepin et al., 2015), as illustrated in a photograph of Huascaran taken during the dry season of 2019 showing the exposure of fresh rock as the ice retreats (Fig. 3).

The surface area of Quelccaya decreased by 46% between 1976 and

---

Fig. 2. Relief map of western South America and the outer tropical Andes showing the locations of the glaciers discussed in the text (https://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.NOAA/.NGDC/.GLOBE/.topo/). The glaciers in the Cordillera Blanca in northern Peru from which shallow cores have been obtained are shown in the inset (Google Earth Pro). The black dashed line traces the elevation cross-section in Fig. 4 from Huascaran southward through the drill sites to Sajama in Bolivia.
2020 (Fig. 1C), and this has been attributed to increasing air temperature rather than decreasing precipitation, as the latter did not significantly change over this period (Yarleque et al., 2018). Glacier retreat rates in Peru are greatly accelerated during strong El Niño events (Seehaus et al., 2019). However, glacier surface areas are also affected immediately by both El Niño and La Niña events, as shown by measurements on a glacier on Nevado Champana in the Cordillera Blanca, where a small recovery was observed during the 2016/17 La Niña after the retreat in snow/ice cover due to the warming of the 2015/16 event (Veettil and Simoes, 2019). Nevertheless, such short-term recoveries are not sufficient to reverse the effects of the increasing air temperature trend in the outer tropical Andes. Yarleque et al. (2018) calculated that air temperature above Quelccaya could increase 2.4 °C (RCP 4.5) to 5.4 °C (RCP 8.5) by the end of the century, and under the latter scenario Quelccaya, Earth’s largest tropical ice cap, will continue to lose mass until it eventually disappears.

4.1.2. Records of recent climate change from the outer tropical Andes

The δ¹⁸O profiles from the deep cores (drilled to bedrock) recovered by BPCRC-OSU in the outer tropical Andes, arranged from north to south (black broken line in Fig. 2), are shown in Fig. 4 for two time slices, from 1800 to 1850 CE and from 1950 CE to the top of each record. The higher (>6000 masl) and lower elevation (<6000 masl) ice core records demonstrate differences in both the δ¹⁸O inter-seasonal variations and the mean values (Table 1) between the early 19th (1800 to 1850 CE) and post 1950 CE time slices. Note that all five profiles show recent δ¹⁸O increases. Except for Coropuna, which is discussed below, the greatest increases occur in the data from the lower elevation sites of Hualcán (+0.99‰) and Quelccaya (+1.23‰), where the recent isotopic smoothing is most obvious (Fig. 4). The profiles from two of the higher elevation sites (Huascarárn and Sajama) maintain distinctive wet and dry season variations to the surface at the time they were drilled, and the mean values are consistent between the two periods (+0.11‰ and +0.20‰, respectively).

An exception to the relationship of δ¹⁸O depletion with altitude toward the present is evident in the record from the ice core drilled at the summit of Coropuna (6450 masl), which shows a 1.27‰ increase despite the persistence of δ¹⁸O seasonal oscillations toward the present. However, a shallow core drilled at a lower elevation (6080 masl) site on Coropuna in the same year shows smoothing of the δ¹⁸O signal below ~6 m depth (Herreros et al., 2009). Average δ¹⁸O values from the summit may show a larger difference between these two time slices because, like Quelccaya, it contains a more distinctive expression of the “Little Ice Age,” a multi-centennial cooling that occurred from ~1300 to ~1850 CE. Paleoclimate and historical records from around the world show different timings and durations of the cooling, and there is little consensus among climatologists regarding its primary cause (Matthews and Briffa, 2005). Although the Little Ice Age is regarded as primarily a Northern Hemisphere phenomenon, it has been identified in some Southern Hemisphere paleorecords such as those from Quelccaya (Thompson et al., 1986, 2013).

A detailed view of δ¹⁸O data from five glaciers in the Cordillera Blanca (Fig. 2, inset) demonstrates how the recent warming has affected the preservation of the climate records in the upper layers of these ice fields over the past four decades (Fig. 5). The δ¹⁸O data shown for these eight cores drilled between 1984 and 2019 are from samples above the firn/ice transition. Similar to the records in Fig. 4, these profiles are arranged from north to south in line with a cross section along the axis of the mountain range (yellow broken line in Fig. 2, inset). The shallow core drilled on Pucahircna in 1984 exhibits a pronounced wet season ¹⁸O depletion (more negative δ¹⁸O) in the fresh snow in the top 3 m; however, the amplitude decreases below the 1983/84 annual layer indicating that surface melting was already underway. Six years later the δ¹⁸O seasonality, even in the most recent year’s snow accumulation, was

Fig. 3. Photo of the western margin of Nevado Huascarárn taken in austral winter 2019 shows fresh rock exposed by the retreating ice, the edge of which is outlined by the white solid line. The dark area below the exposed rock, outlined by the white dashed line, is vegetation which marks the ice extent in 1970. Photo by L. G. Thompson.
Fig. 4. δ¹⁸O profiles from five ice cores drilled in the Peruvian Andes and on the Altiplano of Bolivia, arranged from north to south. The δ¹⁸O sample data are illustrated in two time slices, 1800 to 1850 CE and 1950 CE to the top of each record, and the mean δ¹⁸O values for these two periods are shown for each record in Table 1. Timescale development is discussed for: Huascarán in Thompson et al. (1995) (and updated with δ¹⁸O data from a core drilled in 2019), Quelccaya in Thompson et al. (1986, 2013), Coropuna in Thompson et al. (2018a), and Sajama in Thompson et al. (1998). The elevation profile below (Google Earth Pro) shows the topography from north to south (black dashed line in Fig. 2) and the relative elevations of the glaciers in this section of the outer tropical Andes. The year of drilling is shown at the top of each core. The analytical error of δ¹⁸O is ±0.2‰.
completely “washed out.” The Hualcán, Copap, and Caullaraju cores drilled in 1990–91 show no seasonal variations; however, the Hualcán core drilled 130 m higher in 2009 still shows some seasonality only in the top 10 m. The only glacier that maintains an intact climate record is in the col of Huascarán. From 1993, when the col ice was first drilled, to the most recent record from a core drilled in 2019, the distinctive seasonal oscillations persist because the lower temperatures at its higher altitude prevent significant melting.

Just as for other high precipitation tropical regions, the interpretation of stable isotopes in outer tropical Andean glaciers is controversial, particularly concerning whether temperature or precipitation amount is determinative. Stable isotope values in Andean ice cores from the outer tropical Andes.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Andes</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>Elevation masl</th>
<th>1800–1850 CE</th>
<th>Post-1950 CE</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Year of core drilling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^{18}O$ (%)</td>
<td>$\delta^{18}O$ (%)</td>
<td>(‰)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huascarán</td>
<td>9.11° S; 77.61° W</td>
<td>6050</td>
<td>-17.56</td>
<td>-17.45</td>
<td>+0.11</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hualcán</td>
<td>9.26° S; 77.50° W</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>-16.42</td>
<td>-15.43</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qedccaya</td>
<td>13.93° S; 70.83° W</td>
<td>5670</td>
<td>-18.60</td>
<td>-17.37</td>
<td>+1.23</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coropuna</td>
<td>15.54° S; 72.65° W</td>
<td>6450</td>
<td>-19.22</td>
<td>-17.95</td>
<td>+1.27</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sajama</td>
<td>18.11° S; 68.86° W</td>
<td>6540</td>
<td>-17.32</td>
<td>-17.12</td>
<td>+0.20</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Profiles of $\delta^{18}O$ from cores drilled on glaciers throughout the Cordillera Blanca, arranged from north (left) to south (right). The elevation profile (below) shows the north to south topography (yellow dashed line in Fig. 2, inset) and relative elevations of the glaciers in this section of the Cordillera Blanca. Except for Huascarán, these cores were drilled at elevations below 5500 masl and their $\delta^{18}O$ records show smoothing of the annual signal due to water percolation through the firn that confirms melting was well underway at high elevations at the time the cores were drilled. The year of drilling is shown at the top of each core. The analytical error of $\delta^{18}O$ is ±0.2‰.
Tropics have a positive correlation with tropical middle troposphere temperatures (Thompson et al., 2017). However, other studies indicate that the amount effect is of primary importance during the monsoon season (Vuille et al., 2003; Hurley et al., 2015). Other potential influences involve upstream processes such as convection over the Amazon Basin during the austral wet summer (Risi et al., 2008; Samuels-Crow et al., 2014), tropical North Atlantic sea surface temperatures, and upper atmospheric conditions in the equatorial Pacific (Thompson et al., 2017). However, regardless of the processes involved in the production of the seasonal values of stable isotopes in the Andean ice cores, the obliteration of the oscillations in these lower altitude ice cores is almost certainly the result of rising temperatures and the resulting snow melt at the glacier surface and the movement of meltwater downward through the firn. Although seasonal temperature differences are much smaller than seasonal precipitation, the increasing intensity in surface melt may be caused by a combination of rising FLH which is related to the warmer tropical tropospheric and sea surface temperatures (Thompson et al., 2017), and by changes in austral summer cloud cover (Imfeld et al., 2020).

If atmospheric temperatures and the FLH continue to rise, the climate records from Huascarán will likely encounter the same fate as the records from its lower elevation neighbors. Between the most optimistic and the most pessimistic CMIP5 RCP scenarios, FLH in the Peruvian Andes, including the Cordillera Blanca, will increase by 230 to 850 m by the end of the 21st century (Schauwecker et al., 2017). However, since air temperature and FLH are also influenced by El Niño, projected changes in its frequency and intensity may also alter these rates, although forecasts of ENSO behavior and its relationship with anthropogenic forcing are inconsistent (Maher et al., 2018; L’Heureux et al., 2020).

4.1.3. Ice core evidence linking melting on Quelccaya with atmospheric warming

Few low-latitude alpine glaciers have received more attention or have been sampled more frequently than the Quelccaya ice cap. Changes at the summit over the last four decades have been documented by a series of shallow cores drilled and analyzed for \( \delta^{18}O \) (Fig. 6A). Melting on the summit was minimal in 1976; however, just three years later some evidence of melting and water movement through the firn was already apparent and progressed rapidly thereafter. Subsurface water was first noticed at the summit during drilling in the early 1980s (Thompson et al., 2017), and by 1991 the seasonal \( \delta^{18}O \) variations were almost completely “washed out,” consistent with observations in the Cordillera Blanca records (excluding Huascaran) from the early 1990s (Fig. 5). A time series of reanalysis mid-troposphere (500 mb) annual temperatures near Quelccaya from 1975/76 to 2017/18 shows a warming trend which is augmented by strong El Niño events in 1982/83, 1997/98, 2009/10, and 2015/16 (marked by red closed circles in Fig. 6B). Strong El Niño events are characterized by unusually high tropical Pacific SSTs and upper atmospheric warming, increasing FLH (Bradley et al., 2009), and mass balance decreases (Thompson et al., 1984; Vuille et al., 2008). The temperature in 1978/79, when intense attenuation of the seasonal \( \delta^{18}O \) was first noticed, is marked by a broken line in Fig. 6B and illustrates that mid-troposphere temperature over Quelccaya has remained above that level since 1999/2000. Not only did the temperature over Quelccaya remain above that threshold after 1999/2000, but the rate of temperature increase almost quadrupled during the following two decades (0.044 °C a\(^{-1}\)) compared with the

Fig. 6. (A) Profiles of \( \delta^{18}O \) from shallow cores drilled on the summit of the Quelccaya ice cap from 1976 to 2018 illustrating the attenuation of the seasonal isotopic variations toward the present associated with warming and percolation of meltwater through the firn. The month and year of drilling are shown at the top of each core. The analytical error of \( \delta^{18}O \) is ±0.2‰. (B) Reanalysis temperatures at 500 mb in the vicinity of the Quelccaya ice cap from 1975/76 to 2019/20 (thermal year averages). The strong El Niños are marked by red closed circles, and the temperature at which intense \( \delta^{18}O \) attenuation is first observed (1979 profile in (A)) is shown by a broken line. Temperature trend lines and their slopes from 1975/76 to 1999/2000 and from 1999/2000 to 2019/20 are shown as red lines and text. The years of the Qori Kalis and Phaco GLOFs are shown. Data are from NOAA NCEP-NCAR CDAS-1 MONTHLY Intrinsic Pressure Level Temperature (Kalnay et al., 1996).
previous quarter century (0.012 °C a⁻¹). As the local 500 mb temperature continued to increase after 2003, the δ¹⁸O profiles show decreasing seasonality, even within the snowfall of the most recent year (~3 m) in each record. Melting on the ice cap became more pronounced and in 2016 members of a BPCRC-OSU expedition observed water on the surface near the summit in response to warming from the 2015/16 El Niño (Thompson et al., 2017). The tropical warming of the 2015/16 El Niño is manifested in the Quelccaya summit snow as the complete absence of δ¹⁸O seasonality; however, a shallow core drilled in July 2018 shows some recovery resulting from La Niña cooling.

4.1.4. Impacts of the melting of Quelccaya and resulting GLOFs on local communities

Events in recent decades around the Quelccaya ice cap exemplify the impact of glacier melt on nearby communities, and confirm the value of the long-term program of ice core collection on Quelccaya that demonstrates the progression of the ice melt that preceded those events. In March 2006, an ice avalanche fell into the lake formed by the meltwater from the retreating Qori Kalis outlet glacier (Fig. 7) and created a small tsunami that produced a sudden flooding of the area below the lake which drowned grazing livestock along the outlet stream (Thompson et al., 2011a). In December 2007, another proglacial lake located 3.5 km to the south of Qori Kalis generated a glacial lake outburst flood (GLOF) which traveled ~6 km southwestward within a valley and overwhelmed the small community of Phaco (Fig. 7). Fortunately, there were no human fatalities, although it affected a large area, destroyed fences and pastures, and killed several animals. When local residents backtracked the source of the flood, they observed large pieces of ice in the proglacial lake and concluded that, like the 2006 GLOF, the outburst was caused by calving of ice from the retreating margin of Quelccaya into that lake. A resident of nearby Phinaya who was interviewed by co-author G.V.C. described this event as completely unexpected and impacting a community that was unprepared to deal with its consequences (Section S3 in the Supplementary Data).

The climatic precursors that were instrumental in the occurrence of these floods had been forming for several years. From the late 1990s to the mid-2000s the total area of proglacial lakes along the western margin of Quelccaya increased rapidly (Hanshaw and Bookhagen, 2014) as the rate of mid-troposphere temperature warming increased (Fig. 6B).

While these proglacial lakes were growing during the years before the March 2006 Qori Kalis GLOF and the December 2007 Phaco GLOF, the δ¹⁸O profiles from shallow cores drilled from 2004 to 2007 show nearly complete obliteration of the climate signal at the summit of Quelccaya (Fig. 6B). These data and observations lead to the conclusion that Quelccaya is melting not only at the margins but at the summit as the result of persistent warming, which accelerated the growth of lakes around the margins and exacerbated the threat to nearby populations.

What is happening on and around Quelccaya is an example of potential hazards throughout the tropical Andes as glaciers melt and proglacial lakes form and grow. These conditions are particularly hazardous in and below rugged, high relief terrain such as the Cordillera Blanca, where ice cores drilled on several glaciers show persistent melting over recent decades (Fig. 5). Populations in areas that are vulnerable to geohazards such as GLOFs have increased substantially in the last century. For example, changes in the extensively studied proglacial Lake Palcacocha below the Palcaraju glacier, the source of a GLOF that destroyed a large portion of the city of Huaraz in 1941, have established a significant potential for flooding again as a result of the recent warming that is contributing to the retreat of the glacier and the growth of the lake (Stuart-Smith et al., 2021).

4.2. Glaciers in the inner Tropics

Whereas precipitation on outer tropical glaciers is seasonally variable, glaciers and ice fields in the inner Tropics are directly influenced by the latitudinal movement of tropical convection associated with the ITCZ and thus receive precipitation almost year-round, although normally there are two maxima. The mass balance of inner tropical glaciers is highly sensitive to changes in temperature and to ENSO (Veettil et al., 2017; Permana et al., 2019) and thus are at greater risk from persistent warming. Inner tropical ice fields at two locations have been drilled and monitored by BPCRC-OSU and colleagues. These are on Kilimanjaro in equatorial East Africa and near the Puncak Jaya peak in Papua, Indonesia, and they are retreating at faster rates than larger glaciers located at higher latitudes such as Quelccaya and Naimona’nyi in the Himalayas (Fig. 1).
4.2.1. Kilimanjaro, Tanzania, East Africa

In equatorial East Africa glaciers currently exist in only three locations: on Mt. Kenya (Kenya), on Mt. Kilimanjaro (Tanzania), and in the Rwenzori range (Uganda). Of all these sites, glaciers in the Rwenzori range have been least studied; however, from 1987 to 2003 the ice extent there halved from $2.01 \pm 0.56 \text{ km}^2$ to $0.96 \pm 0.34 \text{ km}^2$ (Taylor et al., 2006), and the glaciers have been projected to disappear within the first quarter of this century. Mt. Kenya lost 44% of its ice cover between 2004 and 2016, and after 2010 the loss of its largest glacier accelerated as it split apart (Prinz et al., 2018). Similar to the Rwenzori glaciers, the ice on Mt. Kenya has been projected to disappear within ten years if this rate of retreat persists.

Of the glaciated mountains in East Africa, Kilimanjaro ($3^\circ\text{S}$) is arguably the most famous and most iconic. Although the ice fields on
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Fig. 8. $\delta^{18}$O profiles from two equatorial ice fields. (A) $\delta^{18}$O record from the 10-m thick Furtwängler glacier in the Kibo crater, Kilimanjaro; (B) $\delta^{18}$O record from the East Northwall Firn ice field near Puncak Jaya, Papua Indonesia. The locations of the two sites are shown on the global map below. The timescale for FWG core is discussed in Thompson et al. (2002), and the dating of the East Northwall Firn core is discussed in Permana et al. (2019). The analytical error of $\delta^{18}$O is $\pm 0.2\%$. 
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Kilimanjaro (Fig. 1A) do not directly affect water supplies for nearby communities (Molg et al., 2013), they are nevertheless of vital importance to the economy of Tanzania, as tourism in the Kilimanjaro National Park contributes 13% to the country’s gross domestic product (Christie et al., 2013). Tourism on Kilimanjaro is dependent on climate conditions. The mountain contains several climate zones, with varying precipitation and temperature, from rainforest in the lower slopes to conditions. The mountain contains several climate zones, with varying precipitation received on the southern slope at 2400 masl (Hemp, 2006). Automated weather station data indicate that between 2005 and 2013 snowfall averaged 570 mm w.e. a⁻¹ near the summit (Collier et al., 2018).

In 2000 several ice cores were drilled on the Kilimanjaro ice fields by BPCRC-OSU. Although shallow cores (11 and 13 m long) were recovered from the Lewis glacier on Mt. Kenya (Thompson, 1979), those from Kilimanjaro are the only existing ice cores recovered to bedrock from the equatorial East African glaciers. The oldest climate records from these cores extend back ~11.7 ky BP (Thompson et al., 2002); however, these records end before 2000 CE as the ice fields have thinned from the surface downward (Thompson et al., 2002). An example of the condition of the ice core climate records is illustrated by the δ¹⁸O profile from the Furtwängler glacier (FWG) (Fig. 8A). When it was drilled in 2000, the FWG was a thin (10 m), water-saturated ice mass in the middle of the Kibo crater. Although the bottom of the core is dated ~1680 CE (see Supplementary Information and Fig. 3 in Thompson et al., 2002), at the time of drilling the melting and sublimation had removed the top layers of ice and smoothed high-resolution δ¹⁸O variations. The upper 2.5 m show steady ¹⁸O enrichment, possibly in response to increasing temperature and/or aridity.

Similar to nearly all the tropical cryosphere, the multiple ice fields on the summit of Kilimanjaro (3°S) are rapidly disappearing (Fig. 1A). Satellite images, aerial photographs, and field measurements taken over the last three decades on the Kibo crater show that the ice fields have diminished in surface area (Fig. 1A) and thickness (Thompson et al., 2011b). Between 2000 and 2009 the thickness of the FWG decreased by ~50% (Thompson et al., 2009). In 2007 sublimation and melting caused the ice field to split into two parts, and between 2010 and 2017 its surface area halved (Lamantia, 2018). In 2000 a stake was placed in the ice core borehole where the FWG’s ice thickness decreased by ~0.5 m/year until 2013, when that portion of the ice field disappeared revealing the bottom of the stake and the bedrock beneath (D. R. Hardy, personal communication).

The much larger Northern ice field (NIF) had a maximum thickness of ~50 m in 2000, but by 2007 it had thinned by 1.9 m. Like the FWG, by 2012 it had bifurcated into two ice fields. Readings from energy-balance stations installed on the NIF show that daytime irradiance on the ice surface exceeds the limit required to drive ice melting (Thompson et al., 2011b).

4.2.2. Papua, New Guinea, Indonesia

Eleven thousand km east of Kilimanjaro, ice fields near Puncak Jaya (Carstenz Pyramid) (4°5′ S) in Papua, New Guinea, Indonesia were drilled to bedrock in 2010 by BPCRC-OSU. At 4884 masl, Puncak Jaya is the highest peak between the Himalayas and the Andes. Papua is located in the West Pacific Warm Pool (WPWP), where sea surface temperatures constantly exceed 28 °C. Its precipitation and temperature are greatly affected by ENSO (Prentice and Hope, 2007). The climate of Papua is very wet, with rainfall amounts averaging ~2500 to 4500 mm a⁻¹ (Prentice and Hope, 2007) and a maximum of 12,500 mm measured at 617 masl (Pernama et al., 2016). Precipitation is almost seasonally constant at high altitudes, characterized by a wet season during the austral summer (December to March) and a “less wet” season during austral winter (May to October) as the ITCZ passes overhead twice a year (Prentice and Hope, 2007; Pernama et al., 2016).

Like the Kilimanjaro ice cores, the cores recovered from the Papua ice fields are the only ones in existence. Due to the large annual precipitation rate and the thickness of the ice (~32 m maximum), the climate record is relatively short, possibly extending back only to the early 20th century (Pernama et al., 2019). The δ¹⁸O profile shows deterioration of the climate signal (Fig. 8B). As in the record from the FWG on Kilimanjaro, the upper meters are characterized by smoothed ¹⁸O enrichment (less negative δ¹⁸O values). A study of δ¹⁸O on precipitation samples collected at various altitudes along the southern slope of the Papua mountain ranges concluded that δ¹⁸O values are controlled by condensation temperatures associated with convection levels in the troposphere (Pernama et al., 2016). The increasing δ¹⁸O reflects ENSO-related atmospheric and sea surface warming trends in the WPWP region, which are directly responsible for the rapid shrinking and thinning of the ice fields (Fig. 1D). The effect of El Niño on the Papua ice fields was confirmed by satellite imagery analysis and accumulation stake measurements conducted since 2010, which showed that reduction in surface area and thickness intensified during the strong 2015/16 event (Pernama et al., 2019). Disappearance of all the ice in this region is projected to occur within a decade, assuming the current rate of retreat persists.

4.3. Glaciers in the western Tibetan Plateau and Himalayas

The climate conditions on the Tibetan Plateau, are quite different from those in the Peruvian Andes or the inner Tropics. This region is influenced by several air masses (Fig. 9) which vary spatially and temporally. Along its southern border the Tibetan Plateau receives most of its snowfall from the Indian and Southeast summer monsoons, although the continental westerlies also contribute moisture in the winter. North of the Himalayas the climate is more arid, and glaciers receive less snowfall which is derived primarily from the westerlies and from recycled moisture originating from thunderstorms in the summer (Fu et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2018b). Unlike the outer tropical Andes, there are large seasonal temperature differences (16-17 °C in 2011 CE, Duan et al., 2017) on the Tibetan Plateau.

Stable isotopes of precipitation in the Tibetan Plateau cryosphere have been extensively studied, and there is a consensus that temperature is a major influence on δ¹⁸O values in the arid north and west on seasonal and interannual timescales (Yao et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 2018b; Yu et al., 2021; Pang et al., 2020). Stable isotopes in the north are higher/lower in summer/winter precipitation, but in the monsoon domain of the central and eastern Himalayas, the seasonal variations in δ¹⁸O resemble those of the tropical Andes, i.e., higher/lower values in the dry winter/wet summer (Thompson et al., 2000; Yao et al., 2013). On decadal and longer timescales, the δ¹⁸O records may be more reflective of temperature throughout the region (Thompson et al., 2000; Yu et al., 2021). Controversy about this interpretation remains, as stable isotope model results indicate that δ¹⁸O is controlled by monsoon intensity (Vuille et al., 2005) on all timescales.

The Guliya ice cap in the Kunlun Mountains is located in the arid northwestern region, while the Naimona’nyi and Dasuopu glaciers are located in the western and central Himalayas, respectively (Fig. 9). Profiles of δ¹⁸O for two time slices, between 1800 and 1850 CE, and post 1950 CE, are shown in Fig. 10A. All three drill sites are located above 6000 masl. The increases between the 1800 to 1850 CE and the post 1950 CE (Table 2) periods are larger than those in the Andean δ¹⁸O records, although the latter show greater variability in isotopic enrichment (Table 1). Precipitation varies widely by latitude, and Guliya at 35°N has a net ice accumulation rate of only ~200 mm a⁻¹, while Dasuopu at 28°N in the Himalayas has a net accumulation rate of ~1000 mm a⁻¹. However, the Naimona’nyi glacier in the Himalayas is losing ice at the surface, and by 2006 it had lost almost 50 years of its climate history (Fig. 10A). This was first reported by Kehrwald et al. (2008), who noted that the Naimona’nyi ice cores lack the elevated 1962/63 CE beta emission levels that are artifacts of atmospheric bomb testing in the Soviet Arctic and occur in all the ice cores drilled by BPCRC-OSU in the Himalayas and on the Tibetan Plateau (Kehrwald
et al., 2008). This loss is illustrated more directly in Fig. 10B, which compares the climate record of annually averaged δ18O among Guliya (Thompson et al., 2018b), Dasuopu (Thompson et al., 2000), and Naimona'nyi after 1900 CE. Although these glaciers are located several hundred kilometers apart and in regions with different precipitation regimes, their post 1900 CE δ18O trends are similar at annual resolution. All three sites receive most of their precipitation in the summer; however, the δ18O values in the Himalayan records are lower than those in the Guliya record due to their closer proximity to the monsoon moisture source. Much of the snow that falls on Guliya comes from water vapor that is recycled through Central Asia (Thompson et al., 2018b), resulting in higher δ18O values.

The truncated ice core climate record from Naimona'nyi does not imply that it stopped accumulating ice in the 1950s, but rather that any existing ice has been ablatting for an undetermined length of time. Indeed, the glacier thinned by 2.21 m between 2008 and 2013 (Tian et al., 2014), and its area decreased from 87 ± 8.7 km² in 1976 to 79.5 ± 4 km² in 2014 (Fig. 1B, Table S1). A combination of increasing air temperature and decreasing precipitation in the Himalayas and southern Tibetan Plateau is detrimental to the ice cover, as shown by the ablation on Naimona’nyi and other regional glaciers (Yao et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2014). The Dasuopu glacier was drilled 24 years ago and there have been no subsequent reports of its status. However, analysis of satellite imagery shows that the rates of elevation decrease of central Himalayan glaciers, including Dasuopu, have increased from 2000 to 2019 (Supplementary Information in Hugonnet et al., 2021).

5. The consequences of continued warming on alpine glaciers, their climate records, and dependent communities

Over recent decades the diminishing surface area and thinning of many tropical alpine glaciers and the changes in the preservation of the climate signals recorded by stable isotopes of precipitation are driven by changes in climate on regional and global levels. Existing evidence indicates that rising temperatures, both atmospheric and oceanic, are globally pervasive and are primarily responsible for the diminishment of most of the tropical and mid-latitude high-elevation glaciers discussed here.

If the current global warming trend continues a large percentage of the world’s low- and mid-latitude glaciers will lose a significant portion of their mass (Zemp et al., 2015) or even vanish completely by the end of this century. There is a consensus that the current glacier retreat is pervasive in the low- and mid-latitudes, and that an important driver is increasing temperatures (e.g., Thompson et al., 2011a; Yao et al., 2012; Schauwecker et al., 2014; Zemp et al., 2015; Permana et al., 2019). From 2000 to 2019 there was a marked increase in aggregated temperature over glaciated areas of the world concomitant with glacier retreat and thinning, while precipitation increased only slightly (Hugonnet et al., 2021).

As glaciers retreat and even vanish the information they contain about past climatic and environmental changes will also disappear. Glaciers may regrow in the future if the current warming trend is eventually reversed, but the archives contained in their precursors are lost forever. The ice core records from the Peruvian Andes demonstrate that the glaciers below 6000 masl have been melting for ~40 years (Figs. 4, 6), while the records from inner Tropics near the Equator (Fig. 8) and from the western Himalayas (Fig. 10) show that glaciers in those regions have not accumulated ice for several decades and in fact have ablated from the summit surfaces. At the same time, temperature data from the higher altitudes of tropical Andes region (Vuille et al., 2015) and the western Tibetan Plateau (Thompson et al., 2018b) have trended upward since at least the mid-20th century. Just as alarming, model projections of future tropospheric temperature changes suggest that elevation dependent warming will increase over the next 100 years. Rates of temperature increase in the free atmosphere are predicted to be largest in the low latitudes, particularly at elevations above 6 km
Fig. 10. (A) δ¹⁸O profiles from three ice cores from the Tibetan Plateau and the Himalayas, arranged from north to south. The δ¹⁸O sample data are illustrated in two time slices, 1800 to 1850 CE and 1950 CE to the top of each record, and the mean δ¹⁸O values for the two periods from each record are shown in Table 2. Timescale development is discussed for Guliya in Thompson et al. (2018b), for Dasuopu in Thompson et al. (2000) and for Naimona’nyi in Section S1 in the Supplementary Data. The year of drilling is shown at the top of each core. The analytical error of δ¹⁸O is ±0.2‰. (B). Annual averages of δ¹⁸O from the three ice core records from 1901 to the top. Note that Naimona’nyi is truncated at 1957 CE, although the core was drilled in 2006 (marked by red arrow on x-axis).
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where many of the alpine glaciers studied by BPCRC-OSU are located. There are only a few sites at the very highest elevations that still preserve largely uncompromised ice core records; however, even these are most likely to be at risk in the next few decades. The projected increasing rate of warming at higher altitudes will ensure that the climate records currently preserved in glaciers such as Huascarán and Guliya will soon begin to resemble those on Quelccaya and Naimona’nyi, and eventually those on Kilimanjaro and in Papua where the consequences of a rapidly changing climate have severely compromised the existing climate records. Thus, future innovative techniques and avenues of ice core research will only be possible for cores that have been drilled and are currently archived in freezer storage facilities around the world.

Many alpine glaciers are located close to human populations and thus, the impacts of climate changes on them will have both short- and long-term economic, social, and even cultural consequences. Not only

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tibetan Plateau</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>Elevation masl</th>
<th>1800-1850 CE $\delta^{18}$O (%)</th>
<th>Post-1950 CE $\delta^{18}$O (%)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Year of core drilling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guliya</td>
<td>35.13° N; 81.38° E</td>
<td>6200</td>
<td>−14.65</td>
<td>−12.20</td>
<td>+2.45</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naimona’nyi</td>
<td>30.45° N; 81.33° E</td>
<td>6050</td>
<td>−18.37</td>
<td>−17.96</td>
<td>+2.08</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasuopu</td>
<td>28.38° N; 85.72° E</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>−20.04</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Fig. 11) (Bradley et al., 2006) where many of the alpine glaciers studied by BPCRC-OSU are located. There are only a few sites at the very highest elevations that still preserve largely uncompromised ice core records; however, even these are most likely to be at risk in the next few decades. The projected increasing rate of warming at higher altitudes will ensure that the climate records currently preserved in glaciers such as Huascarán and Guliya will soon begin to resemble those on Quelccaya and Naimona’nyi, and eventually those on Kilimanjaro and in Papua where the consequences of a rapidly changing climate have severely compromised the existing climate records. Thus, future innovative techniques and avenues of ice core research will only be possible for cores that have been drilled and are currently archived in freezer storage facilities around the world.

Many alpine glaciers are located close to human populations and thus, the impacts of climate changes on them will have both short- and long-term economic, social, and even cultural consequences. Not only
are mountain glaciers important sources of stored water for regions that experience dry winters, but many indigenous societies in the Andes, the Himalayas, and East Africa regard them as sacred foci of belief systems in which they are considered to be homes of the gods or as sentient divine beings (Allison, 2015). For example, during the 2010 Papua drilling program, members of the BPCRC-OSU field team were made aware of the belief among many of the indigenous Amungme that the ice fields constituted the head of a divine being, and therefore cultural sensitivity was required to drill through the "skull of god". Although the disappearance of these glaciers in Papua will not adversely affect water resources in one of the wettest regions on Earth (Prentice and Hope, 2007), it can have profound impacts on spiritual and cultural identity.

The recent warming trends in land/ocean temperatures that are impacting the global cryosphere present challenges for the economies of many countries. The glacier contributions to water resources in South America and South Asia are vital for agriculture and hydropower. In Peru almost half the population is concentrated in the rain shadow of the Andes between the arid coast and the mountains, and snow/ice meltwater constitutes 80% of the water resources here (Coudrain et al., 2011). Glaciers in High Asia are recognized as an important water source in countries with rapidly expanding populations and the accompanying increases in water demands, particularly during droughts (Pritchard, 2017). These "drought buffers" are under stress, as glaciers in High Asia could lose 49 ± 7 to 64 ± 5% of their total mass by 2100 according to RCP projections (Kraaijenbrink et al., 2017). Even in the northwestern Tibetan Plateau and the Karakorum region where the surface area and total mass of glaciers have increased slightly in recent decades (Brun et al., 2017; Farinotti et al., 2020), new results from analysis of satellite archives indicate that this trend has reversed (Hugonnet et al., 2021).

6. Summary

The anticipated continuation of the reduction in surface area and thickness of many tropical alpine glaciers, and the concomitant melting that compromises the preservation of the climate histories they contain, are virtually certain according to the most recent IPCC (2014) predictions. These trends and their consequences have been demonstrated using in situ and satellite-borne observations and ice core-derived climate histories for high-elevation alpine glaciers in different geographical and climatological settings. Specific examples are drawn from the South American Andes, equatorial East Africa, Indonesia, northwestern Tibetan Plateau, and western Himalayas. Some glaciers are no longer preserving contemporary histories as their records are obliterated by percolation of meltwater, while others are no longer accumulating mass and are even being decapitated by the thinning of the surface ice.

The melting of these mountain glaciers poses potential threats to lives and livelihoods for nearby and downstream communities, many of which have growing populations. Due to the accumulation of meltwater, proglacial lakes are growing along the ice margins where they can become a source of destructive outburst floods, as was demonstrated in the case of communities to the west of the Quelccaya ice cap. Although the current melting of these alpine glaciers poses flood risks, eventually the volume of meltwater runoff will decline as glaciers in and near monsoon regions that serve as "drought buffers" shrink and result in water shortages, particularly during the dry season. Water shortages negatively affect local ecosystems, agriculture, power generation, sanitation, and personal consumption and can lead to negative impacts on food security, water quality, livelihoods, health and well-being, infrastructure, transportation, tourism, recreation, culture, and cultural identity (IPCC, 2019).
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